International road cargo offer
Data related to international road cargo shall be presented on the display form. Offer is cargo-based,
separate transportation need is displayed on every line of the display form. All active cargo offers are
presented from the closest coming date of departure (loading).
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Description
If you want to print out the offer, please click on the box in the
first column.
If there is an icon on the cargo offer line in the column „Map”, it
means that the offerer of cargo has additionally specified the
recommended (planned) transportation route on the map. Map
with the description of the route can be opened by clicking on the
icon.
Displays the planned loading date of cargo.
Displays three-letter code of the country, where the cargo should
be loaded. If the country code cannot be immediately
understood, click on the menu button „Instructions” and see the
list of country classifier, where also names of countries are
provided in addition to the combinations of code letters.
Free text field displays loading point of the cargo – city,
settlement, postal code etc.
Displays code of the country of planned destination of the cargo.
If the country code cannot be immediately understood, click on
the menu button „Instructions” and see the list of country
classifier, where also names of countries are provided in addition
to the combinations of code letters.
Free text field displays unloading point of the cargo (city,
settlement, postal code etc).
Displays the volume of cargo space occupied by the cargo in
loading meters (ldm).
Displays weight of cargo in tons (t).
Displays the type of trailer needed for transportation on the basis
of the size of cargo space, constructional parameters or
temperature marker.
If there is a radio button on the cargo offer line in the column
„Pricing”, it means that additional information has been provided
about the prices related to the cargo offer. Click on the radio
button will open display form of price information. No price
information will be displayed to an unregistered user.
If there is a radio button on the cargo offer line in the column
„Info”, it means that the offerer of cargo has provided additional
information about the cargo and/or planned transportation. Click
on the radio button will open display form of additional
information.

Contact

Offer

My offers

Print

Find (use of filter)

By clicking on the radio button on the cargo offer line in the
column „Contact” you can open a display form of contacts of the
company having submitted the cargo offer. Telephone number
and/or e-mail address of a contact person of the company will be
displayed.
By clicking on the radio button on the cargo offer line in the
column „Offer” you can open a type form of freight offer. Upon
filling of the form it is not obligatory to fill in all fields of the offer.
After filling of a type form a registered user can send the offer of
a carrier directly to the company having submitted the cargo
offer. E-mail address has been taken from the register of
registered user.
By clicking on the button „My offers”, a registered user will enter
the work form of his offers. If no offers have been specified, an
empty work form will open.
All offers can be printed, for which a tick has been made in the
column „Tick“ of the freight offer. Contact data related to the
freight offer will be printed as well. If any price information and
additional information has been provided, it will also be printed.
No price information will be printed in case of an unregistered
user.
Filtering of cargo will enable to highlight the specific information
related to cargo offers, interesting the user. Filtration is possible
on the basis of markers of country of departure, country of
destination, period of loading dates, unit type, the volume of
cargo space occupied by the cargo (ldm) and weight of the cargo
(t). For filtering markers can be used one by one, in combination
or all together. To perform filtering, please enter the specific
search criteria on the data fields of search and click the button
„Find”. After filtering, all cargo offers meeting the criteria will be
displayed on the basis of the loading date.

